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Executive Summary 
The management of the design competition process has been completed by the Poolside 
Redevelopment Sub-committee.  The choice of the architectural firm to be appointed is 
Chapman Taylor. They were the clear choice and a recommendation to appoint Chapman 
Taylor is submitted to the General committee for their endorsement. 
 

Guiding Principles 
From the outset the Poolside Redevelopment Sub-Committee were clear on their intent that the 
process should be: 

 Engage with the club members 

 Be transparent 

 To enhance the club offering. 

 Treasure both the land usage as an asset and spend funds wisely. 
 
Secondly the brief given by the Sub-committee was about crafting a new sport social hub 
geared to young families, not as competition to the old club house but in celebration of the 
difference audiences that make up the club with their different needs. 
 

The Process 
The Sub-Committee was formed from Club Members who have technical expertise in the area 
of re-development and interested members. Based on their collective knowledge it was 
determined the best way forward was to hold a paid design competition and in the process turn 
the technical language and the design brief into 3D imagery understandable to all members. 
 
The logistics of the design competition followed the norms of international design and was open 
to 4 design practices.  A pre-qualification process was instigated to invite a number of firms to 
express their interest which included Three D Architects (original designer who worked on the 
last scheme), Harper Architecture (led by an active member who had previously submitted 
alternative schemes for this re-development) as well as two leading international firms with 
offices here in Bangkok, Chapman Taylor and HBO+EMTB. Other leading design firms were 
also approached, but declined to join this competitive design competition process. 
 
Four contrasting solutions, each having their merits were submitted.  A full technical evaluation 
has been undertaken including interviews with each firm. The concept designs were displayed 
at the Club; each scheme was placed on the British Club website; an open forum was held with 
representatives of each firm available to meet members; and an online survey undertaken to 
elicit members views.   

 
OUTCOME 
Six out of seven of the Technical Sub-Committee have indicated an overall preference for the 
Chapman Taylor scheme as having the most appropriate holistic concept to match the brief. 
Technically it also addressed all the criteria and will result in least disruption during the 
construction phase.  Full details of the technical evaluation can be found in Appendix 1 to 9. 
A synopsis of each scheme was presented to the full Sub-Committee for its members to 
express their opinion and again the clear preferred scheme was Chapman Taylor, endorsing the 
views of the Technical Sub-Committee and recommending to the GC the appointment of 
Chapman Taylor. Details of this synopsis report can be found in Appendix 9. 
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Likewise of the memberships that express their opinions 47% preferred the Chapman Taylor 
scheme.  
 

Chapman Taylor: 
As an international renowned leading design firm there were great expectations of their 
submittal. They did not disappoint. Their design was bold, contemporary: daring to be different. 
They clearly had studied the design brief, the criteria for assessment and had put energy and 
their creative talents to good use.  
A number of features stood out: 

 Their spatial planning to maximize the space, removing the old Sala that divided their 
space allowing them to integrate zones that can expand and contract with Club needs, 
be it for everyday use, special events and future demands.  

 The use of prefabrication to allow for factory quality control of materials, reduce time with 
the consequential reduction of impact to users of the poolside facilities.  

 Contemporary design and composition in celebration of the functions rather than style 
over form. The honesty in their design integrity also shown through in the dialogue with 
the actual team working on the project. 

 The crafting of a resort zone within the overall context of the Club. 

 The design has honoured the budget restraints 
 
As with any master plan concept, the design is not a fully evolved total solution. There is still 
work needed to be undertaken to capture operational efficiencies, phasing of the works plus 
technical dialogue on ensuring the design is maintenance free (as much as is practically 
achievable). There is need for further landscaping elements as well as working with the 
Poolside Sub-Committee to ensure those individual ‘touches’ that matter to the target audience 
are fully addressed. 
 
The attitude and approach of Chapman Taylor is to work to the brief and to engage with the 
Club to creatively produce not just amenities, but facilities for all to be proud of.  It is because of 
this philosophy and approach of Chapman Taylor that the Poolside Redevelopment Sub-
Committee is confident in their ability to deliver an exceptional offering that will add value to the 
Club. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
On the basis of the design submittal by Chapman Taylor and the due diligence by the Technical 
Sub-Committee, it is recommended that Chapman Taylor be appointed as the architects for the 
Poolside Redevelopment.  It is evident by the work undertaken to date, their dialogue with the 
Club representatives etc., that the firm is fully committed to the project and to make it a success 
not only for the benefit of the Club but also their own reputation in establishing their design 
presence Bangkok.  
 
This win-win combination is another significance reason why we as the Poolside 
Redevelopment Sub-Committee are recommending their appointment be endorsed by the 
General Committee  
 
30th August 2016 
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Appendix 1:  Summary of Technical Panel and Poolside Sub-
committee Evaluation Result 
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Appendix 2: Summary of Members On Line Survey Results 
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1.Which Design do you feel achieves the 
above Objective best?

Comment 2. What words come to mind when you look 
at your preferred design?

3. Why do you prefer this design more than 
the others?

4. What features do you like best about this 
design?

5. Do you have specific suggestions to improve this design? 6. Do you think you and/or your family would 
spend more time at the Club if this scheme 
was built?

Comment

Chapman Taylor Nice design in both form and function Exciting, bold, contemporary, simplicity of 
design

Architectural quality, personal 
communication, modern, aesthetics, open 
courtyard, functional, simple, development 
possibilities without losing the fundamental 
idea and quality

The modern feel. Deeply respectful of the 
site, vertical gardens, discrete modular 
construction, creation of open yet non-
fragmented connections and integration 
between all activity areas. Form and 
materials are distinctive and contemporary

Vertical circulation, shading around family/kids area, introduction of more 
trees and foliage. These would be considered to be a normal part of further 
design development

Yes, lots more I like the strength of the design concept. It is 
extremely flexible and embraces the evolving 
modern urban and technological 
requirements of Generation Y and should 
attract a new type of  membership.

Chapman Taylor Modern, energetic, exiting This design looks to take the existing layout 
and build on it

Modern Design, bringing energy to an area 
that is designed for sports and recreation 

n/a Yes, lots more

Chapman Taylor But needs some amendments added value Has flair and competent thinking Opens up the space and integrates individual 
facilities well

Retain existing Changing Rooms and Kitchen and save unnecessary 
expenditure where possible

No, about the same The children in our family are at an age 
where they want to go to favourite places 
with their friends.

Chapman Taylor would like more pivacy for the pool, but overall seems best fresh, open, modern openness, gym over the sala. ceiling fans in sala Yes, more good effort 
Chapman Taylor Champman Design is best, but there should be more trees in 

the design  
The design is more modern in appearance good fitness and children's playroom General appearance and facilities are best We need more trees and greenery, present design has too much concrete    Yes, lots more We regularly use British Club already but 

would use more    
Chapman Taylor Looks best value proposition. This proposal clearly adds extra capacity. 

Can see this design generating extra 
revenue for the Club rather than being limited 
solely to a capex exercise.

Potential to relocate the office and free up 
space in Clubhouse. 

No, about the same This is a big project for the Club. Important 
not to overextend the Club's finances. What 
is the cost/benefit of each individual design?

Chapman Taylor Its very modern but space between the adult 
pool and the kids pool needs to be more 
green

It just looks modern and I like the fitness 
suite and the games room

This design looks very modern More green Yes, more in regards to the construction please make 
sure the quality of the building and please 
emphasise on safety and not only for adults 
but also for the children. Please make sure 
that we get what we pay for.

Chapman Taylor Modern, caters for all members interests Will create a "Wow factor for visitors and 
potential new members

Facade, fitness suite, sports bar above the 
Surawongse Sala

Yes, more

Chapman Taylor Although I do not see the need to replace the Surawong Sala, 
this option seems to meet all the prescribed needs of the Club 
and is within our budget. Also retaining part of the existing 
building gives access to the Poolside septic tank.

It retains the staff house where it is best located and the 
Garbage area where it is required by the waste collection 
people. It additionally creates an enlarged Clubhouse Silom 
room by moving the offices to the poolside.

Modern, relevant, exciting, realistic, user-
friendly and eccentrically British..

It has the required facilities within a practical 
design, it looks good and is within the 
budget. 

>The HA design (ignoring the budgetary 
overspend) has no style or quality about its 
appearance.
>The HBO-EMTB design (again ignoring the 
budgetary overspend) looks like a jailhouse 
or a morgue,
>The 3DA design is pleasing to the eye but 
seems too much like a resort hotel to be 
practical.

I like in particular:
1. The Silom 'Sala' - being a set of 
permanent umbrellas not a building is 
inspiring.
2. The façade - pleasing to the eye and 
offsets the traditional look of the Clubhouse.
3. The Vertical Gardens - add much needed 
greenery and real life to the design

1. Retain the physical barrier between poolside and the front lawn: this 
enables members to have privacy from any front lawn event.
2. Remove the floating box concept from the Fitness Suite - it encroaches 
on the privacy of members who are using the pool.

Yes, more A great first attempt by non-members to 
capture what the Club needs to move 
forward in the 21st Century.

Chapam Taylor Yes, more
Chapman Taylor Modern open flowing welcoming  it seems to have more life to it   clean and open  Shaded areas for sitting by the pool but away from direct sun  Yes, more However much more time we spend, we will 

enjoy the club more - and be prouder of what 
if offers 

Chapman Taylor its lively its looks cool and calm concept is modern style and looks more 
practical in use .

thums up !! Yes, more

Chapman Taylor I like this Chapman Taylor very much. It looks nice modern design. Openess and the facilities linked into one unit. The front stair steps, that's wide. I hope after finished the construction, there will be flowers and plants Yes, lots more

Chapman Taylor 21st century, resort, fun Better sense of space, better orientated to 
modern generation

Openness, poolside deck, upstairs gym, 
sports bar

Connect exercise studio to gym, relocate squash courts to corner, maybe 
utilise Pavilion site? Care needed to ensure enough shade and  use of 
durable materials

Yes, more This scheme has best captured the design 
brief intent

Chapman Taylor Chapman advocates a rebuild which completely makes sense. Future proof.  Practical.  Highly attractive. Obviously stand out compared to the others.  
Comprehensive understanding of the brief.  
Will attract many new members.

The multi-story poolside surround design 
makes excellent use of the available space.

Should we be thinking about where guest accommodation can be located in 
the future?  If an extra story consisting of guests room were added, could 
this be completed at a later stage. 

Yes, lots more

Chapman Taylor I think it is very modern however the vertical garden is to funky 
and very modern. I do not like how you used artificial grass is 
worse for the environment.
the kids playground is very nice and playful for the kid like me. 
Thank you for my comment

Modern Because I think there's a nice playground for 
the kids so that they won't get bored

The upstairs gym Take the artificial grass out of the vertical garden Yes, lots more

Chapman Taylor Contemporary, creative, fuctional Open spaces with shielding from Naria Hotel Gym, sports bar above the Surawong Sala Need to have expansion plan for a third squash court No, about the same

Chapman Taylor Amazeballs Because it's amazeballs The gym Playground and diving block (no temperary) Yes, lots more Better playground like hapers
Chapman Taylor Unique, fresh, funky More exciting The facade & open feel Increase gym space Yes, more Would use more if sports bar was 

implemented
Chapman Taylor their vision is better, however need to keep some trees 

between the pool side terrace & the thru road, to provide some 
natural shade. Though I do think they maybe have to clean up 
the design so there are not so many "bits? such as all those 
slats, & superfluous pieces of metal & wood extending from 
roof to pool side. Those could be replaced by some trees.

open view less built up, more open see above, for current kids area anything that can be done to 
reduce/remove/ change layout to avoid the smell coming from Narai Hotel 
rubbish storage

No, about the same See Above

Chapman Taylor Best design in terms of incorporating a wide variety of facilities 
to suit all ages, premium use of space though design is a little 
TOO modern (prefer the softer, colonial look of Harper 
Architecture but their facilities are not as comprehensive)

Modern, bright, functional with fantastic 
facilities for all ages.

Facilities & layout Openness, facilities, layout, interiors with 
natural light, use of two storeys.

Take Harper's softer/colonial look and feel but use Chapman Taylor's layout 
and facilities. Include the covered drop off point poolside as proposed by 3-
D Architects!

Yes, more

Chapman Taylor It is quite good, but it can still be improved. Futuristic. It fits the design brief most closely, which 
suggests a thoroughness of approach.

Its 'resort' feel and its uncluttered open 
spaces.  

These have been sent separately to the sub-committee. No, about the same Possibly less, depending how easy it is to 
book a squash court once the number of 
courts has been reduced from two to three.

Chapman Taylor I like the idea of the fitness center overlooking the pool. Also, 
the seating area with floor to ceiling glass windows overlooking 
the tennis courts is a good one.

Modern design, open & airy. Maximum usage of space, modern 
architecture  - balances out perfectly with the 
1910 classic building.

Kids area and games room is a good idea. The plants/bushes partitioning the pool and the silom side parking lot should 
be high enough to provide privacy to people using the pool.
Suriyawong sala should have ceiling fans.

Yes, more Good design, hope the architect delivers 
what he shows in pictures.

Chapman Taylor Hopefully we can finally decide and get on with the 
development

Modern and open It is different No No, about the same

Chapman Taylor Modern, high class It just stood out as looking nicer Modern and clean looking Yes, more
Chapman Taylor It is bold, contemporary and right for the target audience Cool Britannia It understood the spirt of the brief and will 

create great addition to the club offering
Spatial planning and how the spaces are 
integrated

More natural vegetation Yes, lots more

Chapam Taylor Great Design. Looks like a modern and exclusive club. 
Friendly, casual and spacious. Has a timeless appeal

Modern, futuristic, spacious, grand Feels good, looks good, and features most of 
the elements to make it an outstanding club

The contempory and practical design Yes, lots more

Chapman Taylor modern and spacious organised spacious incorporae 3 squash courts (0ne of them can be muliti-purpose one for 
badminton, ping pong, yoga etc

No, about the same

Chapman Taylor Option 1 Modern and functional. Question? How to 
access tennis court from changing area?

Additional sports and fitness area, dining 
area and family function rooms

Increased functional area and enlarged F&B 
capacity. Consolidation and relocation of the 
kitchen

I like the facade of HBO+EMTB. Looks more clean and simple. Trees are 
preserved. Parasol in the kids area looks funny. May have issues for long 
term maintenance.

Yes, more

Appendix 3: Summary of Members On Line Survey Comments
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1.Which Design do you feel achieves the 
above Objective best?

Comment 2. What words come to mind when you look 
at your preferred design?

3. Why do you prefer this design more than 
the others?

4. What features do you like best about this 
design?

5. Do you have specific suggestions to improve this design? 6. Do you think you and/or your family would 
spend more time at the Club if this scheme 
was built?

Comment

Chapman Taylor Modern design which will add value to the 
Club and have the potential to attract new 
memebers

Space utilisation good Modern futuristic Add sauna and steam room Yes, more

Chapman Taylor 4 Amazing designs with such wide ranging costing. Thanks for 
their efforts. Surely 'due diligence' must take top priority and 
open to scrutiny by ALL.  'References' must be published and 
double checked.  Words of mouth and verbal recommendations 
are probably not enough for such an expensive project. 

functional design reflecting careful 
consideration of the design brief

elegant functional design without 
ostentatious pretentions. 

seems to utilise all space available just make sure the costing is workable without cutting corners Yes, lots more It is interesting there is such a wide 
discrepancies in the costing of all these 
designs, which one is believable? The design 
cost is twice more in one quote (gold plated 
door handles? for real?) and the top 2 
expensive quotes were just unbelievable. 
Haper, the second most expensive was just 
amazing, leaving an unused space at the far 
corner of the ground, did they run out of 
ideas or ink? Their design will leave a space 
for weeds, rodents, cats and dogs (probably 
rabid ones) to run wild?  Did they read the 
original design brief in full?  The most 
expensive design is ridiculous, did they 
design for the Sports club and did they 
propose the BCB should pretend to be one? 
Good luck with the project and thanks for all 
the work and time put in for this and my 
appreciations and thanks for the excellent 

 work by the committee. 

Chapman Taylor Impressive, radical design, highly functional. Makes excellent 
use of available space

Moder, radical, attention to detail More functional. Less "Boxy" and enclosed 
than HBO and 3D

"Britishness" - Union Jack influence Sauna Yes, more (Spend plenty of available time at the BC 
already!). Congratulations to Chapman 
Taylor. Radical, expressive architecture

Chapman Taylor The other three are almost impossible to decipher unless one 
has architectural knowledge.

Please make sure the squash courts are in a 
completely enclosed arena to keep out the 
noise and heat.    

It's presented more effectively and seems 
easier to understand.  

Gym upstairs Please make sure the squash courts are for squash only. Padel tennis? 
Interactive squash?  We want a BCB Squash Section Arena. Real squash 
only please.  

Yes, more Please don't allow any brand-new, glass-
backed, international-standard squash courts 
we may develop to be ruined by allowing 
other sports or activities on them. Enclose 
them in an exclusive, air-conditioned arena 
and allow squash to flourish once again at 
the BCB. We've suffered for a long time with 
sub-standard courts; please give us the 
facility we deserve. Thank you.     

Chapman Taylor Terrific Modern Presentation - Option 1 Modern Contemporary Option 1 uses all the available space and 
seems to provide for future needs, 
rearrangement of current facilities for a more 
practical approach.

Open plan design and the U shaped two 
story building is all interconnected making it 
easy for all to access - there are no more 
dead zones and rabbit warrens.

Would like to retain the current three Squash courts and maybe added a 
small bar area closer to the courts.  It's a shame that the squash section is 
having to sacrifice their facilities. 

Yes, more The Chapman Taylor design is meeting the 
needs of the next generation.  It's the most 
modern and practical hence they should be 
given the contract for the development.

Chapman Taylor Chapman Taylor seem to have absorbed the brief and applied 
it to their concept.

Open space I felt it opened up the Poolside area more 
that the others

The pool deck is opened up and there is 
space for families

It would benefit from more shaded areas by or near the pool. This would 
encourage families to remain for longer thus consuming more food etc.  

Yes, more

Chapman Taylor openness. british. Most open look and feel. Does  not clash 
with BC main building architecture but 
complements with a modern touch. Is not 
boxy like some of the others. 

No, about the same

Chapman Taylor Chapman Taylor design is modern and functional at the same 
time

Great place to relax and enjoy It's functional Kids area, upstairs zircon dining, gym, 
downstairs open air dining

Not really Yes, more

Chapman Taylor Harper close 2nd Quality, Leisure, Space As above Yes, lots more
Chapman Taylor Modern Modern Yes, lots more
Chapman Taylor This design makes effective use of the available spaces and is 

member-friendly without being too utilitarian. Aesthetically it is 
light and modern while complementing, rather than detracting 
from, the traditional design of the Clubhouse. 

Elegant, inviting. See #1, above. The two-storey Suriwongse sala. The variety 
of spaces lend themselves to a variety of 
activities for everyone in a family. 

Yes, more

Chapman Taylor Like the concept and the video shows a walk through of the 
development so you can visualize the future of the club 

21st Century BC presentation and walk through visibility of all areas gym,squash etc No, about the same

Chapman Taylor I like the Chapman Taylor design, but I also like the total 2nd 
floor offered by Three D, it would allow for space for future 
growth also.

Modern and functional More modern look Adds a second floor I like the idea of a 2nd floor all the way around.... Yes, lots more

Chapman Taylor Yes, more
Chapman Taylor futuristic, open and well integrated, lacking 

privacy, maintenance problem,
It's an imaginative design with  a good and 
integrated layout of facilities. It meets the 
requirements of the design brief in a practical 
way. By comparison Harper's design is 
aesthetically beautiful but not suitable for 
family oriented usage. The HBO and 3D 
designs are blocky and unimaginative .

integrated main/children's pool area; two 
story Surawong Sala and Silom Rooms, 
Integrated Squash courts with common 
viewing gallery.

1. I find the open pool area overly exposed to view from entry road and 
lawn. I would suggest some kind of relatively open screen and/or green 
barrier 1.5 to 2 m high to provide a little more privacy to the pool users.
2. I believe that the British flag motif used for the screens over the building 
facade will be totally lost on the facilities users as the pattern can only be 
discerned on a drawing. There may be a more functional and still 
imaginative screens patterns that work better, and are easier to erect and 
maintain. 
3. The maintenance of the screens is a concern that will need to be 
addressed and solved because the screens are highly exposed to the 
elements and will need frequent maintenance, as well as being difficult to 
maintain without major disruption to the members using the facilities.

Yes, more The new design will  provide a more 
attractive environment and better functioning 
facilities for all, plus more spacial options for 
a variety of member needs and tastes

Chapman Taylor Innovative, modern, invigorating It has a modern feel and seems dynamic. Openness, clean lines Yes, more
Chapman Taylor Striking Open through the whole area, toilets on the 

ground floor
Openness Yes, more

Chapman Taylor Also think the Harper has some interesting concepts / ideas;
Don't like the HBO design at all;
Don't believe that the 3D design provides any excitement and 
will leave the Club "dull"

exciting; forward; open; complimentary; 'cool' 
(not as in temperature)

Generally I just like it better.  I think it goes a 
stage beyond just a simple refurb. of existing 
facilities and provides an enhancement to the 
Club's attractions and appearance. 
Retains the nostalgia of the old Clubhouse 
with a sensible moderning of adjacent 
facilities.

The opening of the space between the Silom 
boundary and the Suriwong Sala

More trees & shade;
Better use of the Silom entrance;  Move staff facilities
Some of Harper's ideas would be worth considering to integrate into this 
proposal
There were quite a few other aspects I would suggest changes to but these 
are not obvious from the pic's shown with his survey.
Phasing, acceptable to the Members, could be a challenge.

Yes, more

Chapman Taylor Exciting Open space The way it looks No, about the same I am at the club 3-4 times a week already
Chapman Taylor Simple and effective planning Modern, Vibrant and Refreshing The openness to the rest of the club The Contemporary style No, about the same
Chapman Taylor This looks the most modern and interesting design rather than 

the rectangular boxes the others seem to propose.
Modern, interesting, exciting See above See above Yes, more
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1.Which Design do you feel achieves the 
above Objective best?

Comment 2. What words come to mind when you look 
at your preferred design?

3. Why do you prefer this design more than 
the others?

4. What features do you like best about this 
design?

5. Do you have specific suggestions to improve this design? 6. Do you think you and/or your family would 
spend more time at the Club if this scheme 
was built?

Comment

Harper Architecture very difficult to asses based only the drawings seen, I was not 
at any presentation

homely greenery, in keeping with the current feel colours are good, the design has a touch of 
classic colonialism, that matches the main 
house

again - very difficult to asses, without a verbal run through Yes, more unsure, I could only see certain elements. 

Harper Architecture I like elements from both Chapman Taylor and Harper. I like the design elements, plus functional 
additions, specifically about the children pool 
/ family area, and the Suriwongse sala area 
with upstairs bar.

Yes, more As someone not used to reading 
architectural designs, I found the schematics 
hard to understand and so it's difficult for me 
to comment in detail about the designs and 
approaches of the four companies.

However, there are a few things I would like 
included into whatever design we proceed 
with.
1. an air-conditioned upstairs bar on 
Suriwongse sala side, that has covered (i.e. 
with shade) balconies on both side of the 
bar. On one side members could view tennis 
matches, and on the other overlooking the 
pool for families who want to keep an eye on 
their kids.
2. more plants and trees or at the very least 
no fewer plants and trees than we have now.
3. downstairs poolside changing areas and 
toilets for both men and women between the 
children family area and suriwongse sala.
4. upstairs gym exercise area
5. viewing area for squash games.
6. air-conditioned 'gaming' area for 
pool/snooker, foosball, ping pong tables and 
perhaps a few tables for board games and 
other similar activities.
7. an enclosed Thai kitchen.
8. solar power implementation.
9. a lighting system that allows for various 
types of 'mood' lighting (with LED lights)
10. a well placed speaker system throughout 

Harper Architecture The designs by Harper's were far superior in my opinion. The 
others were too boxed in, built up or just messy in design ie too 
many angles and not aesthetically pleasing.

Light,airy,spacious The designs put forward by Harper's seem to 
make good use of the space.They allow air 
flow which is important. there is a light and 
airy feel without too much solid building. I like 
the open seating areas.

The space, light and possible airflow. The 
upstairs seating area

Yes, the children's pool is impractical and should definitely not be raised as 
this would be a hazard. I think it should not be rectangular in shape but 
more organic with soft sloping edges.The roof to the children's pool also 
needs redesigning as it is ugly, there are many great 'sail' designs which 
can be used for children's shades. There are many pictures of different 
eating and drinking areas but the plans do not show where these will be and 
so it is difficult to try and work out where everything is. It is difficult to see 
how large the gym will be from the plans, this is important as at the moment 
the gym is cramped and overcrowded when there are only 4 people plus the 
staff in there. I was surprised to see an extra picture submitted on the plans 
for a hotel block, surely this was an overzealous thought by the architect? I 
would hope that the BC will would not be building yet another structure in 
the back garden without asking members first? One other thing I noticed on 
the plans was a round seating area called ' The tennis table' I can only 
assume this is meant for a regular group of members who play tennis? It is 
a bad idea to have certain areas that have an unspoken rule attached to 
them that only certain members can sit at. I believe this previously existed in 
the bar inside the club house and it not something that should exist in the 
sports area. There is already a habit at weekends of tennis players saving 
tables with all their belongings while they play and it is not something that 
should be encouraged in any future plans. I don't personally think a round 
table of about 6-8 seats is a good use of the space as it will naturally 
become a unspoken reserved place for particular groups and might not 
encourage a harmonious ambience which the club is now starting to 
achieve. The only other thing I feel strongly about is that from looking at the 
entrance to the pool area it is apparent from the designs that the existing 
trees will have to be removed. I believe it is vital that any tree that is 
removed should be replaced with a new planting. The club is a hot spot 
already and is increasingly being boxed in by high developments which will 
inevitably stop air and wind flow. The trees are needed for shade and it 
would be a great initiative to plant new trees all along the perimeter of the 
new development especially as cars are no longer permitted to drive across 

No, about the same

Harper Architecture A lot of hard work from ALL submissions is appreciated. None 
though, seem to achieve the enduring Thai beauty in design 
and 'wow' factor we deserve; generally, all look interesting and 
contemporary but what as fads change while our beautiful 
clubhouse endures? Harper is probably closest in look and 
feel, but still not sure it makes it? Moreover, the additional floor 
above the main sala means a low roof below, destroying the 
breezy space of the present: the disadvantages may outweigh 
its advantages, and certainly detract from the ground floor. 
Same comment re the upper floor on the other designs. The 
general idea of shaded areas above the swimming pools is 
good as awareness of sun damage has become more 
commonplace.

More in keeping with the club's look and feel. As above. As above. As per first remarks. No, about the same I did not look too closely at the other areas 
as I have not really used them.

Harper Architecture Relaxing design Lounge area above the Sala plus a change 
in design in the pool 

Yes, more I just hope that when the project starts all the 
facilities are not closed at the same time

Harper Architecture White, fresh hard to see well on website but incorporates 
the existing building style of the main sala. 

most designs fail as not enough shade on offer especially the other designs. No, about the same need more greenery 

Harper Architecture Harper Design is keeping with the style of the club. Looks light 
and useful 

Light and welcoming Design and functionality overall design no Yes, more

Harper Architecture Simplicity, Style, Functionality, It seems to allow a freedom and flexibility of 
a diverse member base.

No, about the same
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1.Which Design do you feel achieves the 
above Objective best?

Comment 2. What words come to mind when you look 
at your preferred design?

3. Why do you prefer this design more than 
the others?

4. What features do you like best about this 
design?

5. Do you have specific suggestions to improve this design? 6. Do you think you and/or your family would 
spend more time at the Club if this scheme 
was built?

Comment

Harper Architecture The British club is a green oasis in the heart of bangkok .....the 
only concept that creates an oasis poolside is the 
Harperarchitecture green poolside concept 

Green oasis in the heart of bangkok
British contemporary 
Garden landscape with a courtyard of eco 
buildings 
Pool garden + main pool
Linked 
Family friendly 

I love the simple pitched roofs the colonial 
contemporary feel to the architecture .
I love the linking visially of the main pool and 
the garden pool .
The architecture refers to the exisiting 
architecture .
Really trees and lots of shrubs grass in the 
concept .
A true it sustainable project designed by a 
team with a history of creating well loved 
places in bangkok . 

Pitched roofs 
Gardens 
Pool with sun shading 
The library + pool house 
Playground linked to the library 
Squash withgreen screens 
Gym is in perfect location of looking to pool 
Sports pavilion fantastic loveiy building 
creates a dialogue with the main building 

More hardscapecaround the pool ...at the Sunday meeting I met natalie 
schneider the lovely landscape architect and she showed me options for the 
pool and trees .the model harper built really showed the linking of the old 
and the new . 

Yes, lots more I am wetting this as a member + competitor.

The British club has an important decision to 
make .....

the harper concept will enhance the BC with 
a timeless architecture for generations to 
come .
The architecture is build able , practical with 
a tropical pitched roof solution .

The British club is about sitting under a tree 
drinking a iced lemon tea .... I look forward to 
sitting by the harper designed garden pool . 

Www.harperarchitecture.com 
Peter harper 
M 081 8156416 

Harper Architecture this architecture still reflects some of the Colonial atmosphere Modern Colonial As above , it mixes some of the Past Colonial 
feeling to the present.

I think whatever they can doto incorporate the old Colonial British 
atmosphere into the new designs.

Yes, more

Harper Architecture Harper is without doubt one of the most experienced and gifted 
Architects of our time.

Beauty, Elegance, Professional Harper really is the only choice. Vision and Design, simply stunning. Cannot be improved Yes, lots more Harper's design will go way over budget, but 
however much more it costs, this is our only 
choice.

Harper Architecture Harper 1st choice, Chapman Taylor 2nd choice, but prefer less 
modern

In keeping with BC style Yes, more

Harper Architecture I like the design aspects - not enough shade though British Club The style The Style The Kids pool looks lovely but may be impractical.  A danger to kids safety - 
too many sharp corners and slippery surfaces.

Yes, more Great work guys

Harper Architecture Tent like roofs not very appealing Airy, green bits, practical I think it meets the spec. Children's area seems very pleasant Change those sloping roofs to an arched design as per HBO Yes, lots more
Harper Architecture Premium, Modern, Superioir It offers the most up to date, premium and 

inclusive of the designs. Certainly a more 
superioir environment befitting a top 
members club in Bangkok.

The appearence of buildings, redesigned 
area for childerns pool and silom sala areas. 
Better use of space.

No No, about the same I am concerned about the possible cost of 
this option compared to the other designs. Is 
it affordable?

Harper Architecture Modern though simple Seems simple with straight eye lines area above seating area for bar or 
entertainment, good use of another level

kids pool is bland as is main pool, could one be created with more a resort 
style approach??

Yes, more

Harper Architecture Warmth, Coziness, Green, Boutique Resort 
Style

I personally feel CT's design to be too 
modern / cutting-edge / not very warm and 
cozy.  

I like the coziness of HA's design, which I 
feel blend in quite well with the traditional 
buildings.  

I quite like HBO's design too.  Simple and 
functional. A little too simple maybe. More of 
a campus feel.

I really dislike 3D's idea of the overpass 
across the already narrow road to the lawn, 
but do not mind their design otherwise, 
although I do feel it is rather generic and lack 
any unique charm.

The traditional non-box style roof and the 
overall layout which maintain the familiar 
setting of the existing ground. 

Kids' pool area can be slightly more colorful. Yes, more

Harper Architecture Maintaining colonial feel Classy I also like Chapman Taylor's because they 
both are modern and encourage interaction

Elevated fitness suite from Chapman Taylor Yes, lots more

Harper Architecture Simple, Elegant Clean design. Elegant and Classy Seem easier to achieve (Cost wise) not too 
fancy to preserve the BC identity, mesh with 
the whole surrounding (park and house)

Sport Pavillion Sorry otherwise i would be an Architect. Having said that. should be 
practical, elegant and long lasting in term of material used. 

No, about the same Would love to spend more time but only 2 
days in the week end. Please! keep the 
Basket ball area (somewhere if possible 
upgraded as some 3x3 games could be 
organised) Ping Pong area would be 
welcomed specially during rainy season (with 
a real table) appreciated. thanks.

Harper Architecture Functional Appeared a functional and cost effective 
design that meets key requirements 

Simplicity No, about the same

Harper Architecture Best by far - cleaner look and incorporates 
Thai look

Chapman Taylor is too jarringly modern - not 
intergrated with main clubhouse

high thai style roofs pool side needs alot of help.  four or five family changing rooms with 
showers, family aircon restaurant, multi function room and decent audio 
visual facilities for kids outdoor movie. Also make it easier for the staff to 
render service. Now they have to go between Silom and Suriwong sala all 
day to fetch food and drink.  As a result, Silom sala gets shut down during 
the week. The club is about the families now but the kids pool is shut 
Monday to Friday - bad.

Yes, lots more I suggest you see the American Club in 
Tokyo for an example of a successful 
redevelopment.  New club has family section 
and adult section(no kids allowed).  Very 
successful.  Family restaurant has big booths 
and tables and a indoor glassed off playroom 
in the middle. Burgers, coke, and spaghetti. 
Always busy as you can sit there while your 
kids play in a safe area where you can 
see(but not hear) them.  Family changing 
locker room has big room with lockers and 
seven  or eight individual shower/changing 
rooms( like at a business class lounge). 
works great.

Harper Architecture Best by far Cleaner more Thai style integrates with main 
club house

It looks like a redevelopment of the entire pool side.  Why redo the Surawing 
sala, work out room, or men's woman's dressing rooms. We just did those. 
Can't we just redo the rest ( squash, Silom sala, kids pool, basement all 
area)?

Yes, lots more

Harper Architecture Harper's design is the only one with a touch of classicism and 
some local flavour, that can perhaps be built upon

HBO looks too stark and 'industrial' and 3D looks bland and 
lacking any personality 

Chapman Taylor's deserves special mention. Looks like a first 
year architecture student trying to be modern; an absolute 
nightmare. Completely out of touch with its surroundings ... 
downright ugly.

No, about the same
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1.Which Design do you feel achieves the 
above Objective best?

Comment 2. What words come to mind when you look 
at your preferred design?

3. Why do you prefer this design more than 
the others?

4. What features do you like best about this 
design?

5. Do you have specific suggestions to improve this design? 6. Do you think you and/or your family would 
spend more time at the Club if this scheme 
was built?

Comment

Harper Architecture Some of the other pdfs did not open but anyway the main 
attraction for me was the 2 level structure where the 
Suriwongse sala is now. The upper level or 1st floor will be a 
highlight & must be a dual tennis & pool viewing zone allowing 
day, & especially night eating, but not for games which dont 
need elevation & views anyway. 

A better use of space Couldnt see the others too well as above as above Yes, more 1.Good effort by those concerned to get 
everyone involved in the Club's progress, 
well done!

2. Could use this building period to do 
something about the perimeter coffee shop 
which is a BC security risk and seems not to 
serve the members very much. 

Harper Architecture classic contemporary Less glitzy design features than Chapman. 
(These may look very dated in 20 years?). 
The HBO proposal was hard to evaluate as 
the text was illegibly small. Chapman 
proposal needed spell checking and 
appeared very stark.. Harper proposal 
incorporated lots of greenery (this could be 
done at a later date with all concepts but at 
least Harper considered significant) . Further 
Harper identified (with photos) many 
unattractive areas of the club that can be 
improved. 

Classic, simple contemporary design which 
will (I think) age well. Less futuristic than 
Chapman. I like moving the guard house out 
into the soi and improving the appearance of 
the entrance (Harper)!

Guest house in the back parking lot? Was that part of the club's specs? 
Looks like it reduces parking..which is always a problem when there are 
functions being held. 

No, about the same

Harper Architecture Harper seems to be the most similar to existing layout.more 
open than others

much ...... more open Similar to the existing. Less new structure No. Unnecessary and would present security, services, losgistics problems No, about the same All are quite similar. Nothing really innovative

Harper Architecture Yes, lots more
Harper Architecture Modern and sport's Balcony view Double storey concept Yes, more
Harper Architecture efficiency and cost effectiveness Thais design appears more developed and 

forward directed
appearance cost control Yes, more

Harper Architecture They seem to have their feet more firmly on the ground and 
seem to be more likely to listen to the club's needs and not 
have head up in the clouds so to speak
e.g. Chapman Taylor show no disability ramps they have a 
squash court seat using excessive space (seat for sitting n not 
space wasted to drive a car in)

Functional and best use of space More practical approach to the needs of a 
club like ours

Simplicity I feel the area around the Hotel wall is a DEAD unsavoury area so the final 
design should build walls to that side e.g. Squash court walls ideal.  Then 
incorporate the social/family areas in the more pleasing area of the club.  
Simply put smell overseeing and noise is all pollution the KIDS or Leisure 
areas no not need when you  have to build a squash court wall anyway so 
can be a great barrier.
Sports Bar is best designed here and would like to see incorporation of a 
POOL table. Maybe consideration could be given to not replacing the 
existing sports but add to the facilities with other sport things e.g.Golf 
Simulator , Tabble Tennis,  Skittles, Giant Kenga, etc

Yes, more

Harper Architecture Fresh and inviting Most appealing It looks younger and more inviting no No, about the same
HBO + EMTB This seems the most sensible, practical and achievable design 

put forward.
None I believe that it is the most functional and 

should be the quickest to execute and the 
most affordable for the club to undertake.

The retention of the childrens swimming pool 
area.

No No, about the same I already use the space on a very regular 
basis and feel that any improvement to the 
space will make it much more enjoyable.

HBO + EMTB We use the club for sport and leisure. We do not want to feel 
like we are in the Guggenheim Museum (Chapman Taylor) and 
do not really need a BC Hotel?? (Harper). 3D Architects would 
be our second choice.

Simple - not too fancy and over the top Good use of space, simple design and not 
too different to what we currently have

Kids pools looks fun and original Shade, umbrellas around the pool areas. Is there a games room (like the 
Chapman Taylor design?) would be good to have one

No, about the same We ably use the club on Sundays due to 
location and traffic during the week as well 
as family commitments.

HBO + EMTB Looks new. Yes, more
HBO + EMTB I feel that Chapman Taylor doesn't feel very British and will 

"date" quickly Harper looks like a New age spa and I don't "get" 
the 3D one

Modern yet cool and timeless This is something you could be proud of...? it's not trying too hard yet creates an easy on 
the eye environment

A splash of blue...? a touch of red...? Yes, more I wish there was more variety in the 
submissions...

HBO + EMTB Our family much prefers this design over the other alternatives Good ambience, well shaded, practical 
design

Child pool area, minimal disruption The design suggests a place where we 
would enjoy spending time, whereas we feel 
the others all have aspects that are 
generically over-modern, imposing and/or 
impractical

Salt water pool Yes, more

HBO + EMTB Stylish but not too overt Visually pleasing Not sure No No, about the same
HBO + EMTB As the objective states, I feel this design most complements 

(contrasts) the Club House facilities without being over bearing 
and dominent

stylish - modern - attractive - functional Style, exactly as the objective states - to 
complement (contrast) the Club House 
facilities ... some of the other designs are too 
large and would be too dominant within the 
Club

Style No, about the same

HBO + EMTB A classic, modern design which will still look well in 50 years. 
The design respects the surrounding buildings especially the 
historical clubhouse.
The tropical climate has been considered in the ventilation.

appropriate, elegant, unobtrusive This design is not showy or influenced by 
fashion. The louvers  which have been used 
successfully in the historical clubhouse are 
well integrated in this design and will provide 
the necessary airflow.

The elegant simplicity using two symmetrical 
buildings with and airy courtyard in between.

The interiors require further development. Yes, lots more

Three D Architects Chapman Taylor has good points as well. If you could combine 
the best of , 1, 3&4 then good. The current children's play area 
next to the Narai hotel air con an rubbish is lousy. The whole 
area needs building a three story new building in the area and 
leave the old buildings for future expansion

No, about the same

Three D Architects The only clearly defined presentation which looks sensible and 
doable. The other 3 presentations are full of grandiose 
generalisations which suggest a complete mess of construction 
for pool users for years to come.

Sensible. Achievable. Clear. This is a simple design which takes into 
account existing pool users. It will have a 
minimal impact on existing pool users 
compared to the other 3 designs which are 
completely over-the-top and look like they 
will turn the pool area into a horrendous 
building site for years to come.

The simplicity and the attempt to minimize 
disturbance of the pool area for existing pool 
users.

Not necessary to refurbish the main pool area as this was only recently 
done at great disturbance to pool users, it is a waste of money to redo it all 
over again.

No, about the same I am already a daily user of the main pool for 
many years, therefore my main concern 
about this project is how to minimize the 
impact of the building work on existing pool 
users. The recent renovation of the pool area 
was already a disaster in that it far exceeded 
the schedule resulting in the pool area being 
closed for months at great inconvenience to 
members. A repeat of this should be avoided 
at all costs. Also, why is the refurbishment of 
the main pool area again being included in 
this redevelopment when it was only recently 
refurbished, that is just a waste of the club's 
money.

Three D Architects Most in keeping with the rest of the Club i.e. The Clubhouse 
and general ambience

In keeping, Functional The other three designs are so completely 
different from the overall colonial style of our 
main building that they look quite out of 
character

Clean lines No, about the same

Three D Architects quite nice do we really need it? choice is very limited can't we get in some professionals to do this No, about the same not sure why the club has to embark on 
overly ambitious projects like this
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1.Which Design do you feel achieves the 
above Objective best?

Comment 2. What words come to mind when you look 
at your preferred design?

3. Why do you prefer this design more than 
the others?

4. What features do you like best about this 
design?

5. Do you have specific suggestions to improve this design? 6. Do you think you and/or your family would 
spend more time at the Club if this scheme 
was built?

Comment

Three D Architects My family absolutely loves the Club (it is our social centre) and 
it is very well managed. However,  it is evident that the area 
around the children's pool is in need of redevelopment, as are 
several other areas of the Club. While maintaining the Club's 
great atmosphere and "feel", it is important that one of these 
projects go ahead. 

Simple, functional, stylish, compatible (with 
the Club's style and traditions).

The first two designs seem two fancy and I 
think they would change the character of the 
Club. In my view, in the third design, the 
children's pool is quite enclosed and I think it 
might get very hot.

It is in keeping with the character of the Club 
but also modern and functional.

No. Yes, more All the families I know believe that the area 
around the children's pool is in need of 
redevelopment. That would surely encourage 
members to spend more time at the Club. 
The redevelopment of the playground 
already made a significant difference 
(thanks).

Three D Architects nice use of light and space but with good shade modern, clean I worry about levels of shade and dark 
spaces in some of the others

retains the current facilities with a facelift ensure outdoor dining is still an option No, about the same hard to say, a lot depends on the 
construction and what happens in that period. 

Three D Architects CA looks so cluttered, will be difficult to maintain; CT&H+E 
requires massive rebuilding with SRW Sala uncessarily 
knocked down for (good) 2 stories; CT@H+E compromises on 
squash being mere refurbished (difficult to achieev 
undercurrent structural constraints to achieve acceptable 
standards of todays' sq); H+E possible cheepest to to convert 
to reality but also achieving lowest upgrading of standards & 
facilities cf others

Practical, attractive, long lasting look (as 
supposed to trendy for a ????) flexible (for 
future expansion, economical (with results 
being achieved) and, above all, answering 
criteria)

Kids and families catered for all functional 
rooms and ground floor. More adults in 
rlalted facilities upstairs wit good view of 
squahs courts. Prper use of Naria side of 
area (beyond kids pool);

New squash area/ courts, proper utilization of 
2nd storey

Should consider the future projects around Silom Sala and Naria side 
(beyong kid's pool) Move gym and exercise from ground floor to takle up 
lounge and future area next to sq on 2nd storey and rebuild Silom Sala to 
have sky garden (great view from gym). Gym and exercise ground floor 
change to spa/ massage/ interactive lounge

Yes, lots more 3D design resembles closest to what I had 
prposed to be most practical, flexible, 
economic, & mots impacting. External oks 
can be re-preposed as minor adjustments if 
not trendy enough. But functionality most 
critical to me

None My design philosophy would be to locate and concentrate all 
sports facilities and sports social facilities centred around the 
Suriwongse Sala, including a second floor on top of the sala; 
and all family related facilities and social facilities around the 
Silom Sala (move the squash courts to the existing gym and 
kitchen areas), with the kitchen and toilet blocks in between the 
two. 

All four designs have weaknesses and none 
have considered my above-mentioned 
design philosophy

Wuith my concept, no need for a separate 
'Squash Bar' as all sports bars, lounges, etc, 
can be together - more sports people 
together, more fun!

Recommend that the brief toi Architects be 
amended as per the above philosophy.

N/A No, about the same

None Not Chapman Taylor. The other three fit better our Club 
environment. However I don't like the control tower gatehouse 
in 3D, nor the hotel in Harper

No, about the same

None The new development is a massive over capitalization and will 
add to costs without conferring an adequate financial return - 
the squash section , with only 16 regular players , is presently 
not covering its electricity costs and building new courts is 
therefore financial stupidity . Far better to restore the old 
Churchill bar , our best profit Centre , and move the offices and 
downstairs administration into a small purpose built office in an 
elevated building above the Surawongse Car park - we could 
free up space in out existing club house at minimal costs 

White Elephant None Delete the new squash courts No, about the same The family and sports members are being 
catered for adequately at present . The 
Existing restaurants meet the needs of those 
who dine at the club - you only need to look 
at the existing Verandah Restaurant most 
week days to see how poorly performing it is - 
 a few hundred thousand Bt spent on the 
decor of the existing verandah disaster would 
be financially beneficial . Why build yet 
another restaurant when the existing one is 
under utilized ? The answer is that the 
architects haven't considered renovating the 
existing outlets . Such consideration wasn't 
in their defaming brief ! 

None I have concerns that the cost ceiling for this project can be met 
and that there is specialist knowledge to construct glass back 
courts to ASB standard.  Cost price range for the courts can be 
between 1 - 1.5 Million Baht each on the courts alone, which is 
a small section of the development, taking up around 10 - 11% 
of the cost.

NA NA NA NA No, about the same

None No  connection to the heritage of the main club house N/A No, about the same
None I am overwhelmed by the complexity and size of all these 

designs and fear they could ruin the character of the Club.

Do not wall in the Club with tall structures. Do not accept 
'futuristic' designs: they will look old and dated when fashions 
change in the actual future.

Do not take away the sky with roofs, and do not take away the 
green spaces by building over them.

All of them: 'Grandiose'. No, about the same I am an old member (since 1964 and now 83 
years old) and rather infrequent club user but 
like to drop in from time to time, mostly for 
lunch by the pool or in the veranda.

While I accept that sporting and family 
activities are good, I also think that the Club 
should be a 'home away from home'. 
Convenient modernized facilities for what 
can be done in the available space will be 
good, but do not try to make the Club into a 
big sports complex.

None None of the designs seem to speak to the design brief 
statement of "Keeping the character and history of the club in 
mind."  There are interesting elements in each of the designs 
but I can't imagine any of them across from the existing 
clubhouse since they are all so modern. It will look like two 
different  clubs. Surely there is a way to incorporate some old 
world charm in the design? If the main clubhouse did not exist, 
I would feel differently but it does.  And if I were choosing 
between the 4 designs on their own merit, I would find it difficult 
to evaluate them based on the pictures. It is my own fault that I 
am travelling and limited to looking at them on a laptop but I 
find it hard to tell what we are getting and giving up in each 
design without a proper presentation on each.  If a final 
decision will be made between these 4, I suggest a summary 
grid of what we are getting/giving up with each design would be 
helpful to those of us evaluating at a distance. For example, 
shade would be a prime consideration for me.  Thank you!

No, about the same

None The perspectives all mislead that the result will be very 
spacious but they will be trying to squeeze things into a limited 
area. All have so much concrete at the pool still. How many 
years ago was the pool redesigned? Why so soon again?

The Silom Sala. Two floors can be achieved. Unfortunately, the sunny vistas depicted are more likely to be in shadows. I 
want to see the effect of the sun at 10 am and 4 pm. 

No, about the same I cannot see that this will add to the 
traditional British Club atmosphere. Please 
don't overbuild like this.
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1.Which Design do you feel achieves the 
above Objective best?

Comment 2. What words come to mind when you look 
at your preferred design?

3. Why do you prefer this design more than 
the others?

4. What features do you like best about this 
design?

5. Do you have specific suggestions to improve this design? 6. Do you think you and/or your family would 
spend more time at the Club if this scheme 
was built?

Comment

None I think the club should decide what it wants; a survey for (1) do 
we want a guest house (2) is accommodation a priority  (3) is 
colonial style desired (do we want a dance studio  (4) are costs 
going to be accepted by members (5) do members accept 
taking a loan to allow the clubs unique character to be 
enhances (6) are members okay with damaging the heritage 
look by doing a renovation that may look good and modern 
initially but in 5 years look out of character

All the designs are not focused on the 
fundamental need; to match the colonial look 
of the original building AND meet the 
members requests more input from members 
is required to see where the priorities lie and 
what commitment they have)

There are good ideas throughout the deigns, 
better use of space and visibility, 
accommodation, chill areas) - my personal 
belief is the character of the main club house 
and the use of open garden areas WITH 
some aircon chilled space is the essential 
requirements.

Presentations by the two most popular companies based on the feedback 
on these initial concepts. Then builder bids based on member driven 
specific plans.

Yes, lots more I am 100% for fixing the ugly shambolic 
areas on the ends and perimeter side of the 
pool. Getting heritage and matching ideas is 
critical. More surveys drilling in on what 
members want is critical. The cost will shock 
most members. Cost indicators based on the 
concept drawings should be sought from 
builders before too many concepts briefs are 
conducted. We must be wary not to do 
renovations that do not match the beautiful 
and unique appearance of the main club 
house. Our predecessors should be hung 
and quartered for the monstrosity of a pig 
ugly renovation they did on three sides of the 
pool; not only is it ugly but it retards air flow 
and makes the place an eye sore limiting the 
visual use of space. New programs to seek 
corporate and new members must be aligned 
to fund the work so it is done in a manner 
that does't had to the lurking Cheap Charlie 
member's agreeing to a short sighted ugly 
plan that is out of character.

None We would like to comment as follows.
We are grateful to the Committee for its initiative towards 
further development of our much-loved poolside area.  There is 
certainly plenty of room for improvement and some of the 
facilities show their age.

Objectives
Firstly, "the above Objective" are the objectives defined by the 
sub-committee, and not necessarily those of the members.    
The objectives defined by the sub-committee seem to place an 
unwarranted emphasis on modernity and change for its own 
sake, and no mention is made of the existing high-quality, 
though dated, facilities that will be lost in the proposed 
redevelopment.  It is a mistake to think that young Millenials 
only like modern architecture.  The property market in London 
clearly shows that classic buildings are still the highest valued 
by all age groups.
We write the following with reference to what we believe to be 
the interests of the members, and future members, rather than 
the above objectives..

Wording
The wording of the question simply asks the membership to 
rate a set of four pictorial designs  in terms of visual 
preference.   It does not ask for the members approval to go 
ahead with implementation, taking into account the destruction 
of all the existing poolside structures, the expenditure of the 
entire savings of the club, including possible bank loans, and 
the rendering of the poolside unusable for several months.
The results of the survey obviously will not constitute any kind 
of mandate, which must of course rest with an EGM.

Wisdom See above See above See above No, about the same

None Whatever advice I have give has been ignored Rubbish I do not like any of these, very poor indeed none Listen to what I've said before No, less At least I have experience with this, unlike 
those currently involved on the project.
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Appendix 4: Summary of Staff Survey Results 
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Appendix 5: Evaluation Criteria 
 
In accordance with the Design Brief Stage 2 Evaluation Plan, the Evaluation Panel 
evaluated the submissions against the following criteria: 
 
(a) Design Solution Weighting: 25% 
 

The winning design delivers a development that excites and inspires the Club 
membership.  It brings vitality and an enhanced sense of place to the area/s in which it 

will be sited.  Above all, it achieves design excellence in both form and function. 
 
(b) Integrated Design Weighting: 20% 
 

The winning design demonstrates how the new venue/s will integrate, interact with 
and enhance the existing facilities. 

 
(c) Functionality Weighting: 20% 

 
The winning design demonstrates a clear understanding of how the facility functions, 
the relationship of its component parts, flow patterns, and explains on how primary 
buildings and spaces are addressed. 

 
(d) Cost Weighting: 20% 
 

The cost estimate provided includes an elemental breakdown and overall cost per 
square metre confirmed by an Independent Quantity Surveyor. In addition, the economic 
sustainability principles incorporated in the design minimise on-going operational costs. 

 
(e) Phasing/staging of the project Weighting: 15% 
 

A thorough project phasing plan that identifies the opportunities for savings and minimises 

disruption. To balance the capital needs with revenue generation and to coordinate the 

commencement and completion of the project/phases with the available funds. 

 
The submissions were evaluated using a rating of (1-5). 
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Appendix 6: Sample Architectural Design Concept Evaluation Sheet 
 

Weighting

CHAPMAN TAYLOR HARPER HBO+EMTB THREE D CHAPMAN TAYLOR HARPER HBO+EMTB THREE D

Delivers a development that excites and inspires the club membership

Achieves design excellence in both form and function

Architectural style and its appropriateness to historic buildings

Future development opportunities

Compliance with the vision and objectives

Provision for second story in current/future planning

Sustainability/green/trees/foliage and asthetics

b) INTEGRATED DESIGN 0.2 Overall Planning and integration/enhance existing facilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Compliance to the brief

Appropriateness of facility sizing

Operations adjacency sustainability

F&B Operation support suitability

Rationalisastion of variable ground levels

Mulit-funcitional sports bar

Future capacity suitability

d) COST 0.2 Compliance to budget 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Thorough project phasing and implementation strategy 

Construction and personnel

Total 1.0
 

0 0 0 0

0

0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

00

0

0

0

0

0

Weighted ScoreScore 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0a)

c)

e)

0.2

0.25

0.15

DESIGN SOLUTION

FUNCTIONALITY

PHASING/STAGING
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Appendix 7: Summary of Architectural Design Competition Evaluation 
Requirements and Criteria 

Ref Primary Criteria Secondary Criteria Design Brief Ref

1. 1 Design Solution Design Concept Description Sec 2.4

1. 2 How the Design meets the requirements of the detailed design brief Sec 2.4

1. 3 Management approach to the final design delivery Sec 2.4

1. 4 Budget Management Sec 2.4

1. 5 Excites inspires the club membership Sec 2.5a

1. 6 Achieves design excellence Sec 2.5a

1. 7 A summary of membership feedback will be produced and taken into account in the 

architect/design selection process Sec 3

1. 8 Account for possible or likely future redevelopment/upgrading needs Sec 5.2a

1. 9 Any new structure must include provision for a second story in the current or future planning Sec 5.2a

1. 10 Trees, foliage and aesthetics. Where possible, all mature trees and shrubs should be retained Sec 5.2e

1. 11 Maximum use of shade trees and attractive landscape design will be preferred to retain the 

resort/tropical nature of the open space at the club Sec 5.2e

1. 12 The possibility of two stories should be considered in future or current planning at the area 

adjacent the Narai Hotel. Sec 5.3a

1. 13 The possibility of a second floor over the Silom Sala and/or over the Suriwong Sala in future or the 

current planning for redevelopment. Sec 5.3b

1. 14 The opportunity to enhance the Silom entrance into the Club Sec 5.3e

2. 1 Integrated Design Demonstration of how the new venue/s will integrate, interact with and enhance the existing 

facilities. Sec 2.5b

2. 2 Demonstration of the relationship of its component parts Sec 2.5b

2. 3 Respecting the character and history of the Club. The architectural presentation of the facilities is 

important for the positive experience of members and visitors Sec 5.2b

2. 4 The current staff house function could be relocated. The current building could be demolished or 

re-used/integrated into other facilities. Sec 5.3d

3. 1 Functionality The winning design demonstrates a clear understanding of how the facility functions Sec 2.5c

3. 2 The rationalization of the current variable ground levels in the various areas Sec 5.3f

3. 3 The north end area adjacent to the tennis courts where the Pavilion Café is currently located could 

be an alternative location for some of the desired “back

of house” facilities. Sec 5.3g

3. 4 Gym Fitness - First floor location preferred. Interconnected with Exercise Studio. Sec 5.4 EW1

3. 5 Toilets  - Additional ground floor facilities for adults and children required possibly including 

alternative areas in South

Narai or Silom Sala areas. Sec 5.4 EW5

3. 6 Massage room - Larger with ground floor access Sec 5.4 EW6

3. 7 Squash Courts - Adequate exclusive ground floor and gallery viewing area Sec 5.4 EW8

3. 8 Squash Courts - 3 to 2 number Sec 5.4 EW7

3. 9 Sports social area - adjacent to squash courts, possibly first floor Sec 5.4 EW9

3. 10 Games room - for table tennis, pool, snooker etc. Could alternatively be located in the

South Area at Narai area. Sec 5.4 EW10

3. 11 Kitchen - could be expanded by 10-20% (1015m2) in current location Sec 5.4 EW11

3. 12 A/C Family/ Young Children Eating/Care area Sec 5.4 EW12

3. 13 Interactive lounge - variable use for pre-teens, teens, adults. Sec 5.4 EW13

3. 14 Walkaways/ balconies - circulation space needs to be dictated by design scheme and re-using 

existing structures where possible Sec 5.4 EW14

3. 15 Narai Boundary wall to south, behind existing

squash court #3 - major potential including rearrangement of the entrance. Sec 5.4 NA1

3. 16 Additional Toilets/ Changing room Sec 5.4 NA2

3. 17 Staff house - recently expanded. Location could change Sec 5.4 NA3

3. 18 Kids pool - can be altered, reuse existing pool, refurbishment needed Sec 5.4 SA1

3. 19 Kids changing rooms - possible alternative location for additional space listed under EW5 Sec 5.4 SA2

3. 20 Silom Sala - options to suit overall site use range from demolition, refurbishment, reduction in 

size, use of flat roof or second story Sec 5.4 SA3

3. 21 A Multifunctional Sports Bar Sec 5.4 SA4

3. 22 Upgraded squash courts to provide 2 International Standard glass backed courts with 2 level 

viewing and associated player social facilities Sec 5.5a

4. 1

Cost

The cost estimate provided includes an elemental breakdown and overall cost per square metre 

confirmed by an Independent Quantity Surveyor Sec 2.5d

4. 2 The design minimises ongoing operational costs. Sec 2.5d

4. 3 Maximum re-use of existing building fabric. Where possible, retaining existing building fabric 

(mainly structural) should be preferred over demolition Sec 5.2c

5. 1 Project phasing plan that identifies the opportunities for savings and minimises disruption Sec 2.5e

5. 2 Balance the capital needs with revenue generation and to coordinate the commencement and 

completion of the project/phases with the available funds Sec 2.5e

5. 3 To minimize large scale interruption to club functions and member facility and comfort it may be 

preferable to phase the process over 3 years. Sec 5.2d

5. 4 The possibility of future demand for quality squash facilities increasing to the point that a third 

squash court would be considered for development. Sec 5.3c

Phasing/Staging 

of the project
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Appendix 8:  Evaluation Panel Results – Weighted Scores 
 

 
Chapman 

Taylor 
Harper HBO+EMTB 3D 

Evaluation Panelist 1 3.05 2.15 2.8 2.1 

Evaluation Panelist 2 
2.65 3.3 2.2 1.75 

Evaluation Panelist 3 
3.75 2.85 2.2 2.95 

Evaluation Panelist 4 
4.85 3.2 3.25 2.9 

Evaluation Panelist 5 
Op 1 # 3.49 

Op 2 # 3.54  

3.17 2.76 3.3 

Evaluation Panelist 6 
4.25 2.6 2.2 2.25 

Evaluation Panelist 7 
3.85 2.6 2.2 2.25 
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Appendix 8: Architectural Design Concept Evaluation Panel Classification   
 

First Second Third Fourth

Chapman Taylor 6 1

Harper Architecture 1 2 4

HBO+EMTB 2 1 4

THREE- D 2 2 3

 
 
Chapman Taylor was ranked 1st, Harper Architecture 2nd, Three D Architects 3rd and HBO+EMTB 4th. 
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Appendix 9: Synopsis Report 
   
Executive Summary 
The design competition has produced four contrasting solutions. Each have their merits. The options 
presented and the creative applied shows the value of such a design competition and the commitment of 
resources by these professional consultants.  
 
The brief was about crafting a new sport social hub geared to young families, not as competition to the old 
club house but in celebration of the difference audiences that make up the club with their different needs. . 
6 out of 7 of the Technical Sub-Committee have indicated a overall preference for the Chapman Taylor 
scheme has having the most appropriate holistic concept to match the brief. Technical it also addressed all 
the criteria and will result in least disruption during the construction phase. 
 
Synopsis of each scheme 
 
Chapman Taylor: 
Mood and tone -  Bringing 'Cool Britannia' solution to a 21st Century problem - how to make the club 

relevant to today younger generation.  
Spatial Planning - Maximize the space potential, integrate activities and secondly create a strong 

second social family centric experience. 
Vision –  Bold, exciting, contemporary – How to craft a resort feel for this zone within the 

overall Club offering. 
Technical -  Prefabrication. Within budget range 
 
 
Harper: 
Mood and tone -  English country garden, modern interpretation of an idyllic imagery of colonial 

heritage.  
Spatial Planning -  Create the maximum individual activity zones within the overall colonial grounds of 

the club.  
Vision – Traditional - Celebrate heritage as the ‘quintessential’ British Club 
Technical -  Traditional form of construction. Exceeds budget but can be refined. 
 
 
Three D: 
Mood and Tone -  Efficient contemporary architecture to delivery accommodation, but lacking a creative 

flair  
Spatial Planning - Retained the existing Sala, thus created individual spaces which are segregated. 
Vision – More akin to a commercial offering not a resort within a historic environment. The 

lack of creativity would be it a difficult “sell’  
Technical -   Traditional form of construction. Within budget range 
 
HBO+EMTB: 
Mood and Tone -  Efficient contemporary architecture to delivery accommodation, with flair but limited 

imagination. 
Spatial Planning - Retained the existing Sala, thus created individual spaces which are segregated. 
Vision – Simply architectural language as a considered solution to provide a backdrop to the 

historic setting.  
Technical -   Traditional form of construction. Significantly exceeds budget – difficult to sell. 
 
Whilst it is recognized that further work to ensure the best use of resources, phasing and operational 
efficiencies will be required by the preferred design consultant team. It is the philosophy and approach of 
Chapman Taylor that subcommittee on the poolside redevelopment is recommended by endorsed by the 
EGM. The members survey and forum feedback also indicates a majority preference for the Chapman 
Taylor scheme. 




